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Networks to reach out for municipalities/
cities in the Baltic Sea Region
1. Healthy Cities
Designated cities, totally 20 (NOTE! Russia)
National networks, active in FI (17), SE (10), NO (8), DK (70), PO
(30), DE (100), EE (15), RU (20)
2. Union of Baltic Cities
Amount of network municipalities/cities 120
3. Networks and contacts of national institutions
Contacts from previous projects /current co-operation
4. Networks of individual experts
Possibility to headhunt interesting, active, challenging cities

Questions to be answered before inviting
Open call or individual invitations?
Individual municipalities or regions as well?
Who approaches / invites cities officially? When?
Partner = municipality/city or partner = national /
regional organisation?
Partnership depends on the funding programme –
do we invite from all countries?

Interested and/or potential municipalities
- results of discussions BRHCA <-> cities
Estonia: Pärnu, contacts to National HC Network and UBC cities
Latvia: Jurmala, Riga, national contacts via Riga people (UBC cities possible)
Lithuania: Klaipeda, national contacts weak (but UBC cities possible)
Poland: good contacts to National HC Network, Warsaw, Lodz and Poznan
Russia:
HC in North-West: Pskov, Novgorod, Vologda region “on the edge”
(Cherepovets, Veliky Ustug), contacts to StP and K-grad also possible
HC in whole Russia: 20-30 cities, interest within designated HCs
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Iceland (?), Germany (?) maximum 1
city/municipality per country (decided in Riga meeting)
Contacts from others in the preparation group?

”Semi-open” call for partners and
expected process in/with the cities
1.

2.

Draft project proposal sent to the HC/UBC/other contact person in 50-60
cities (5-10 in EE,LV,LT,RU,PO and 2-5 in FI, SE, NO, DK, DE, I) who
are known to be active and/or have already shown some interest, 12/2011
Expression of interest by (responsible) contact person / civil servant =
potential partners, expectation 20-30 cities, 3-4/2011
- contribution to the content of the project

3.

Project proposal & (preliminary) budget sent to potential partners, 56/2011
- amount of own financial contribution is crucial for cities

4.
5.
6.

Presentation and decision in the city administration to join or not = final
partners 20 cities (max. expectation), 6-8/2011
Decision of the final partnership, 8-9/2011
Finalising the project proposal and budget with the partners
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